
Cleaner Facilities are 
Healthier Facilities.
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Reduce HAI’s and enhance cleanliness while  
increasing productivity.
Enhanced cleaning practices are not only possible, but more 

productive, with Clarke solutions for the healthcare industry. As one 

of the world’s leading brands of commercial floor care and cleaning 

equipment, Clarke can show you how to elevate the overall health 

of your care facilities, reduce the threats of healthcare-associated 

infections, improve patient experience and maintain a more sanitary 

environment – while actually reducing the amount of labor and 

resources required.

Exclusive Clarke cleaning solutions are designed to achieve higher 

levels of cleaning performance, improve productivity and protect 

the health environment of facilities while reducing costs, staff 

requirements and consumables. Innovative technology and ease 

of use make our lines of automatic scrubbers, floor machines, 

burnishers, vacuums and carpet extractors more effective and more 

efficient. Floors are made cleaner and safer, using fewer chemicals 

and detergents, improving indoor air quality and safety for patients, 

staff and visitors.

Improve your environment, patient satisfaction  
and reputation.
Clarke cleaning innovations are not only better for the environment  

at large, but also contribute to a healthier environment within 

your facility. Patients and staff will appreciate superior air quality, 

fewer chemical fumes and a quieter environment. For improved 

indoor air quality (IAQ), Clarke vacuum cleaners employ multiple 

levels of filtration, including true HEPA filters designed to capture 

up to 99.97% of dust particles down to 0.3 microns. To minimize 

nauseous chemicals, Clarke scrubbers can remove floor finish 

with water only. Burnishers and vacuums allow daytime cleaning, 

operating quietly with a sound level less than 70 dB A. Battery 

powered machines offer even quieter operation. Clarke carpet 

extractors and vacuums are certified by the Carpet and Rug Institute 

for superior performance. 

Healthier facilities start with more productive cleaning practices. 
   Clarke can show you how.

« On the cover: The Focus® II BOOST® compact 20 inch 
automatic scrubber offers up to a 70% reduction in 
water, chemicals and labor, with the ability to remove 
floor finish using only water.

 

A COMPREHENSIVE LINE OF FLOOR CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE

The CarpetMaster® 215 dual motor upright vacuum offers more power  
and essential features such as onboard crevice and upholstery tools, while 
delivering quiet operation and HEPA filtration.

Featuring powerful BOOST® technology, the BOS-18 is the high-productivity 
orbital floor machine for small areas and detail work.  
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BOOST® your cleaning effectiveness and productivity.
EVS Directors and managers at healthcare facilities, including 

hospitals, long- and short-term care, clinics and labs, continually 

seek enhanced cleaning solutions. Our award-winning BOOST® 

Technology for automatic scrubbers represents the level of 

innovation Clarke healthcare solutions bring to your facility. With 

BOOST, superior deep scrubbing results and single-pass floor finish 

removal can be achieved using water only with just one operator. 

Clarke cleaning solutions: 
•  Increase staff productivity while lowering overall cleaning  

and maintenance costs

•  Enhance sanitary conditions and overall facility health

•  Improve indoor air quality and minimize noise levels while cleaning

•  Intuitive operation and simple controls make training and 

implementation fast and easy

•  Make cleaning tasks less labor intensive

•  Foster a healthier environment for patients, staff and visitors

The new Focus® II MicroRider™ is our most compact and maneuverable rider 
scrubber, and is available with BOOST® Technology.

“ BOOST® is the only way to go for medical 

centers. One person can strip floors during 

the day and the night person can come in and 

reapply wax. There is a 70-percent savings 

in manpower alone, along with a 60-percent 

savings in chemical use.”

Manager of 
Environmental Services

Adirondack Medical 
Center, Saranac Lake, NY

The lightweight Comfort Pak vacuum features an innovative ergonomic 
frame for superior comfort and support, plus easy, mess-free bag changes.

The Ultra Speed® 20 battery-powered burnisher provides 
superior dust control for improved indoor air quality. 
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Since 1916, Clarke has been a driving force in productivity for floor  

cleaning. We are an industry-leader whose product developments 

include battery-powered automatic scrubbers, dual-motor 

commercial vacuum cleaners, carpet extractors, and most recently, 

the acclaimed BOOST® Technology that has revolutionized floor care 

productivity and environmental sustainability.

Clarke products are recognized for their superior performance, 

ergonomics and technology that makes our floor care equipment 

more reliable and easier to operate. Clarke’s certified dealer network 

numbers over 1,300 locations in the U.S. alone, assuring personal 

service, expert advice, responsive assistance, and complete support 

and parts availability, backed by one of the world’s leading and 

most enduring commercial floor care brands. For superior floor 

care solutions for the healthcare industry, no other brand offers 

Clarke performance.

Comprehensive floor cleaning solutions for over 90 years.




